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2016 Pseudata Introduction
from Hiroshi Shimizu

FURUI SHIRO
"Old Castle"

36", ML I have had my eye on this
seedling, originally designated as
'KOJO', for a couple years as a
possible introduction. This year it
proved to be fantastic and even
captured the “best seedling” award at
our iris show. The yellow background
is heavily veined maroon red and the
eyelash pattern is quite wide and
intense red. There are three branches
on the stalk giving about 10 blooms.
The terminal on a well grown plant
will push a fourth bud to extend the
season. The plant is very vigorous
here. $45.00 
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Pseudatas

AKIMATSURI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2012) 35" M
Akimatsuri sports a large ruffled creamy yellow flower
and a clump has a mass of bloom. The style arm tips are a
cream color but have peach veins which give an overall
look of peach in the center of the flower. The signal area
is very large and rounded, accentuated by the stunning
brick red eyelash pattern. The stalks have two branches
plus the terminal and often carry nine buds. [Limited
Stock] $15.00

AUSE

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2014) 40-42" EM

Ause has a white background under the deep rose color
which is not seen until the flower opens fully and has been
out for a while. When the flowers change color as much as
this one does, it gives a lovely effect to the clump. The
stalk has three branches plus the terminal, giving it a very
long season of bloom. This is one of the deepest rim
patterns I have seen in the pseudatas. $25.00

BENIBUTAE

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 32" E-M

Medium purple flowers over variegated foliage. Small
standards. Many stalks have 10 flowers, 4 in the terminal
and 3 in each of the two branches. "Double Eyelid of
Rouge" $35.00

BYAKUYA NO KUNI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2005) 37" E-M

This pseudata is one of the most vigorous and showy in
the garden. The cream flowers are accented with yellow
style arms and signal and dark purple eyelashes. Stalks
carry at least 7 buds on two branches with a triple-
socketed terminal. Foliage is a bright green with just a tint
of yellow. The name describes the white color of the
flower and means “land of the midnight sun”. $10.00

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 38" E
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CHAKI
Taller, more vigorous than Kinshikou. Peach, veined
wine, but with dark style arms. Flowers enlarge and
lighten over time to the color shown in the photo.
Beautiful foliage. "Tea Party" $25.00

FURUI SHIRO (Hiroshi Shimizu, 2016) See new introductions.

HANAGARA

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2014) 48-50" M
Hanagara is as close to a pink as we have come so far in a
plant with vigor, good bud count and garden worthiness.
The buds definitely are mauve pink, and when the flowers
open the wide tips of the style arms show bright rose pink.
The deep wine overlay on the entire eyelash halo area
contributes to the pink on white appearance. As the flower
ages the rose color becomes even more of a pink. Three
branches produce 10 flowers per stalk. The terminal has
four buds! [WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

HIMEBOTARU

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2014) 35"

The falls on this variety are more round than the other
introduced whites and I think the white is more of a pure
white than the others. It has proved to be very vigorous
and a heavy bloomer. Once in a while it will produce
flowers with five falls and five style arms. Oh, how I wish
it would do that all of the time. $20.00

KARYU

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 22-27" ML

Large ruffled beauty with large bright-yellow signals
surrounded by red eyelashes, further set off by wide deep
red-purple styles. The name means “Fire-dragon”.
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2004) 37" E
This first pseudata introduction appears PEACH in the
garden, but is actually rose over a yellow background. The
deep yellow signal is surrounded by rich dark wine

http://www.draycott-gardens.com/introframe.html
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KINSHIKOU eyelash markings. Styles and very small standards are
light yellow. Three branches carry at least 6 buds. The
foliage is a lovely lime green, and the name means
"golden monkey". [Limited Stock] $15.00

OKAGAMI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 34-36" M
This pseudata was awarded the best seedling in our
beardless show in 2006. The color changes slightly as the
flowers open giving a clump an interesting appearance.
The standards are white but have a purple blush upon
opening, style arms are creamy yellow with the ends
brushed lavender and the falls have a very pointed bright
wine colored eyelash. The name means “Big Mirror”.
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

PIXIE WON

(Copeland, 1997) 18" E

Red-violet falls with sulphur yellow signal, pansy violet
halo and cream stylearms. Standards are violet, small, and
rounded. Beautiful yellow-green foliage all season.
HM2001, AM2003, Randolph-Perry Medal 2005. $10.00

RORYU

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 40-43" M
This tall beauty opens from a burgundy bud which shows
a distinct yellow rim. With two branches and a terminal it
can open nine flowers in succession. Lemon falls are
lightly veined red and are rounded and ruffled. The
eyelash pattern almost completely covers the yellow
signal. The name means "An Old Dragon".
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

RYU NO KANMURI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 44" M

Rosier and much more ruffled than Take no Sato. Tall,
with 8 buds. Style arms are showy with a distinctive and
definite white edge "Crown of Dragon" $25.00

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 33" VE

This is my first pseudata to bloom. It blooms about two
weeks before the first Japanese irises. The falls are light
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RYUGAN

yellow and are sanded with a dark wine purple. The style
arms are bright yellow with a ruffled end which is also
sanded with the deep wine color. The standards are very
small and are a yellow which fades to a lighter cream as
the flow matures. Stalks are very well branched and carry
the terminal and 3 branches. There are often three flowers
in bloom at one time. The stalk has at least eight buds and
the terminal is triple socketed. The foliage on this variety
is quite nice. The name means "Dragon's Eye". $10.00

RYUMON

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 44" L

Beautiful landscape plant in an attractive shade of
lavender. 9 buds produce large flowers, becoming larger
and lighter the second day, over clean foliage. "Dragon
Gate" $25.00

SAMON

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2009) 42" M
SAMON is unique, tall, and quite a vigorous grower. The
color of the bud is a dark wine-red, but the opening flower
reveals a color change to a very light background lightly
veined red-violet with a yellow wash over the entire fall.
The small standards are similar and the erect style arms
coordinate nicely in a much darker wine color edged by a
yellow border. A bright yellow signal is surrounded by a
deep red-violet eyelash marking in a pointed pattern. The
bright green foliage has a beautiful purple base. The name
means “Ripple Marks”. [Limited Stock] $15.00

SHIRABYOSHI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 33" EM
This early white with a bright red purple eyelash is a great
landscape plant. It has proved to be very vigorous and
sports about a 6-inch diameter flower. The bright red
purple eyelash pattern is rounded and wide with quite
prominent eyelashes extending about ¼ inch into the fall.
The signal is a very deep bright yellow surrounded by a
littler yellow area. This plant also has nice foliage. The
name means "White Dancing Girl". Limited stock.
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 45-54" M-L
This later blooming pseudata has been incredible in the
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SHIRYUKYO

garden. It bloomed at a height of 45" in the stock garden
but grew to 54" in a landscaped area which received extra
water and fertilizer, and bloom continued for over three
weeks. The stalks have a triple socketed terminal and
three branches all rising far above the foliage. The purple
falls with a darker purple rim roll and twist to give a
ruffled effect. Flowers are also large for a pseudata,
averaging about 6½". The name means “Purple Dragon’s
Valley”. $10.00

SHORYU NO MAI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 45" ML

Rising high above extremely nice foliage, this ruffled
beauty has a very distinct form to the flower falls. The
inner part of the fall is narrow and then widens out and
remains in a more horizontal plane. The edges of the falls
ruffle nicely. The name means “Dance of a Flying
Dragon”. [Limited Stock] $15.00

SUNADOKEI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 40" M

A bright lemon yellow lightly sanded with red really
lights up the garden. The sanded color pattern shows the
influence of the I. ensata parentage. The name means
“Sand-glass”. [WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

TAKAMAGAHARA

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 37-40" M

Somewhat similar to Take No Sato, this very nice plant is
a light lavender with a strongly contrasting signal. Its
foliage occasionally grows with accordion folding. The
name means “Heaven of the legend”. [WITHDRAWN
FOR INCREASE]

TAKE NO SATO

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 45" M
This very distinctive tall variety is easily recognized in the
garden. There is a pleasing combination of colors and
presentation of the flowers. Stalks are nicely branched and
carry the flowers above the foliage. The flowers are
evenly veined red violet which is darker on the underside
of the falls. The falls tend to be a little cupped and rolled.
The name means “Village of Bamboo”. $10.00

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 45-48" M
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TAREMURASAKI

Thi flower has a form which is more desirable to the
Japanese taste than to our American Iris Society judges.
The proportion of the falls is a little long, making the
flower have a “droopy” appearance, but to me the
appearance is delicate. The plant is very vigorous and the
stalk has three branches plus the terminal. As a landscape
plant in an Oriental garden TAREMURASAKI will excel.
The name means “Drooping Purple”. $10.00

TSUKIYONO

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2005) 44" M

TSUKIYONO is a wonderful garden specimen, lavender
with purple eyelash markings and a narrow purple rim.
The style arms are cream and the signal is bright yellow.
The well-branched stalks are very tall and carry at least 9
buds. The plant is vigorous, increases rapidly and has nice
green foliage. Some foliage may crinkle slightly. The
name means “The Moonlight Field”. $10.00

UMIBOTAL

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 46" ML

Umibotal is the deepest purple seedling I have grown
from Mr. Shimizu. The color is a great combination with
the more prevalent yellows and whites. The name means
“Firefly on the Sea”. Limited stock. [WITHDRAWN FOR
INCREASE]

YARAI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 27" VE

Yarai is one of the first pseudatas to bloom. It is one of
Mr. Shimizu’s medium height varieties blooming at only
27 inches but the stalks are well branched and carry lots of
buds for a long bloom season. The flowers present an
orange appearance from a distance but are actually a light
yellow background which is lightly veined and speckled
wine red. The prominent deep yellow signal adds pizzazz.
The name means “Night Thunder”. [WITHDRAWN FOR
INCREASE]

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 48" M
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YASHA
Can't you just see the eyes of the devil in this flower? The
color changes dramatically as the flower opens, giving a
lovely contrast on the clump of many different shades.
Also note the thin dark edge surrounding the falls. The
name means “The female devil”. $10.00

YORU NO AKARI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 38" M
This rose over a cream base is darker and shorter than
“Yasha” and proved to be more striking in the garden. The
stalk is also higher branched. I love how the color changes
as the flower continues to open and expand. The deep
wine eyelash pattern extends almost to the edge of the fall.
The foliage on this plant has the deep purple base. The
name means “Light of the Night Town”. [WITHDRAWN
FOR INCREASE]

YOTSUGI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 31" M
I would love to see this variety grown in pots in
everyone’s back yard water feature. Shorter than many of
the pseudatas, the plant is very vigorous, and the striking
flowers are larger than many of the other pseudatas. It
displays the characteristic of “pushing buds” giving it a
long bloom season even though the stalk only has the
terminal and one branch. Some of the later flowers might
be below the foliage, but the black down in the signal and
the large round bright yellow color of the signal will
definitely make the flowers stand out. The name means
“Four Trees”. [WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

YUKIYANAGI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 44-48" EML

Yukiyanagi blooms taller than other whites with purple
eyelash patterns, and the foliage is also tall and vigorous.
Numerous buds are held on the terminal plus two
branches, and the clump was in bloom from early to late
in the season. The name means “Willow in the Snow”.
$10.00
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Japanese
Irises
Japanese irises are a beautiful group of
beardless irises which are the latest to
bloom, about a month after the tall
bearded and Siberian irises. With the
largest flowers of all irises, some
reaching 12" in diameter with lovely
forms, colors, and patterns, they
require an acid soil and may require
extra water or mulch. Here is a key to
our abbreviations.

AKEBONO

(SJI reg. ’94) 6F 36" EM

Pink, darker at edge $8.00

ANGELIC
CHOIR

(Harris '06) 6F 42" M

White self, multiple styles $10.00

ANYTUS

(Innerst ’81) 6F 38" M

Ruffled white, gold signal $8.00

ARTESIAN
SPRING

(Harris ’10) 3F 40" ML

Dark purple, white style arms $14.00
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BELLENDER
BLUE

(Bauer/Coble ’93) 3F HM96 AM98 PM00 50" EM

Tall, dark blue-violet, vigorous, 2-3 branches $10.00

BLUE SPRITZ

(Delmez ’96) 6F HM00 AM03 PM05 35" M

Light ground with blue-violet veins, purple styles $8.00

CASCADE
SPRING DRESS

(Reid ’91) 6F HM96 42" EM

White, edged and flecked violet $8.00

CENTER OF 
ATTENTION

(Rich ’86) 6F HM88 36" M

Ruffled pale lavender-violet, veined darker violet $6.00

DANCING
WAVES

(Payne ’64) 6F HM66 PA68 42" ML

Mulberry purple, narrow white edge $8.00

DELMARVA
DELIGHT

(Hager ’10) 6F 44" M

White, wide blue edge
Withdrawn

for
increase

(Innerst ’92) 6F HM95 AM98 40" M
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DIOMEDES
Lavender blue with ¾” darker edge $8.00

DON AND
DONNA

(Bauer/Coble ’08) 6F 36" M

Dark blue styles on lighter blue falls $12.00

EPIMETHIUS

(Innerst ’92) 6F HM96 AM00 PM04 36" ML

Wine purple splashed and speckled white. $8.00

FLASHING KOI

(Marx ’78) 6F HM82 36" M

White, feathered crimson red in the center $8.00

FLYING TIGER

(Payne ’50) 6F 45" M

Tall, flat pale violet veined darker violet $8.00

FRACTAL BLUE

(Reid ’95) 6F HM00 40" ML

Dark blue-violet with white and lavender sanding $10.00

FROSTED
INTRIGUE

(Bauer/Coble ’97) 6F HM00 36" M

Dark blue-violet, frosty rim $10.00
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GALATEA
MARX

(Marx ’61) 6F 36" M

Ruffled, flax blue with white veining, white styles $8.00

GAY GALLANT

(Marx ’62) 6F HM65 48" M

Tailored white with dark blue veins $8.00

GEISHA GOWN

(Maddocks ’65) 6F HM66 36" EM

Ruffled clear white with deep rose-violet veins $8.00

GEISHA OBI

(Rich ’89) 6F HM91 AM95 PM99 38" M

Fuchsia red veined white, solid border $8.00

GLITTERING
RAYS

(Innerst ’98) 6F 36" M

Ruffled deep purple with blue rays $10.00

GOTENBINA

(Shimizu ’04) 9F 28" M

White center blending to deep pink at edge.
withdrawn

for
increase
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HEKIUN

(Ichie ’89) 3F 30" M

Blue with white rays $10.00

IAPETUS

(Innerst ’88) 6F HM90 AM94 PM97 34" M

Ruffled light ground, sanded and veined red-violet
Withdrawn

for
increase

IPSUS

(Innerst ’81) 6F HM83 PA86 32" M

Ruffled navy blue self $8.00

JACIVA

(Harris ’92) 6F HM95 42" ML

Vigorous ruffled sanded blue lavender $10.00

JOCASTA

(Innerst ’88) 6F HM90 AM94 36" ML

Light ground, blue halo and veining, red-violet edge $8.00

JOHN'S FANCY

(Copeland ’08) 3F 34" M

White with striking blue lines
withdrawn

for
increase
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JOY PETERS

(Ackerman '90) 3F HM90 AM92 32" M

Lavender pink $8.00

LAKE EFFECT

(Bauer/Coble '04) 6F PM11 36" M

True blue with lighter blue edges
Withdrawn

for
increase

LIGHT AT
DAWN

(Marx '57) 6F 32" VL

White, narrow border of blue $8.00

MIST FALLS

(Marx '67) 6F 48" M-L

Ruffled lavender blue, white wire rim $8.00

ORIENTAL
FANTASY

(Payne '69) 6F 44" EM

Ruffled white, lightly sanded mauve $8.00

PERIWINKLE 
PINWHEEL

(Marx ’83) 6F HM88 44" ML

Periwinkle blue with dark blue veining $7.00
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PLEASANT
SANDMAN

(Harris '98) 6F 46" M

Lightly sanded violet blue $8.00

RASPBERRY
CANDY

(Bauer/Coble ’99) 6F HM02 AM04 34" EM

White with raspberry halo and veins
Withdrawn

for
increase

REISYUN

(Shimizu '96) 3F HM03 33" EM

Clear pink, veined darker pink $10.00

ROLLING SEAS

(Aitken ’94) 6F 38" M

Medium blue self $8.00

RUFFLED
WHITE WATER

(Copeland '09) 6F 36" M

Ruffled white
Withdrawn

for
increase

SEA OF
AMETHYST

(Rich ’71) 6F PA66 38" M

White ground heavily brushed and sanded with light
amethyst $8.00
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SECOND WAVE

(Aitken ’05) 6F 44" ML-
VL

Deep blue self. Repeat blooms $8.00

STRUT AND 
FLOURISH

(Payne ’64) 6F 36" ML

Large blue-violet, violet halo & veins $6.00

SUMMER
STORM

(Marx ’55) 6F 42" VLr

Dark purple ruffled self with extra styles and petaloids
Withdrawn

for
increase

SUNRISE RIDGE

(Harris '07) 6F 40" M

Bright red-violet with white rays $10.00

UPSON DOWNS

(Copeland '08) 3F 36" M

Red-violet standards on white falls $10.00

(Bauer/Coble '09) 6F 36" M
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WAVE ACTION
Near white, brushed and veined light blue $15.00

WHITE CAPS

(Copeland '08) 6F 36" M

Blue falls with white rays and white center $10.00

WINGED SPRITE

(Payne '69) 6F 42" EM

Light blue-violet, white halo and veins $8.00

YUZEN

(Ichie '97) 6F 30" ML

White with deep red-violet rim and sparse dotting $10.00
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Siberian Irises
Siberian irises are wonderful landscape specimens. Their elegant and graceful
flowers are borne above a clump of grasslike blue-green foliage which is attractive
during the whole growing season. Here is a key to our abbreviations.

Click/touch the thumbnail to see a larger picture. If that doesn't work, you may need
to enable javascript in your browser. Here's how.

AHRTALWEIN
(Tamberg ’02) 35" M

Wine red with white signal $8.00

AMETHYST ECHO
(Warner ’04) 34" Er

Tet. Amethyst purple with broken white signal $8.00

BABY SISTER
(McEwen '86) HM91 8" E-M

Dwarf violet-blue with white signal, vigorous $5.00

BANISH MISFORTUNE
(Schafer/Sacks ’99) HM03 AM07 MW11 45" EML

Lobelia blue, veined darker, large yellow signal $8.00

BLACKBERRY
JUBILEE

(Schafer/Sacks ’97) 36" ML

Dappled red violet, veined darker, small white signal $8.00

CARELESS SALLY
(Schafer/Sacks ’96) HM99 AM01 MW03 26" Mr

Washed reddish violet, heavy veining, ruffled $8.00

CHINA SPRING

(Bauer/Coble ’99) 34" VE

Tall, medium blue $6.00

CARMEN JEANNE
(Helsley ’96) AM05 28" EM

Violet blue, large white signal $8.00

DEAR CURRIER
(Dunlop ’05) 30" ML

Tet. Medium blue veined darker, darker edge $10.00

DEMURE ILLINI (Varner '85) HM87 36" M
Deep grape red, with large white signal $6.00

DIRIGO BLACK
VELVET

(White ’99) HM02 38" EM

Very dark purple overlaid with velvety black sheen $10.00

http://www.draycott-gardens.com/siblightbox/abbreviations.html
http://www.enable-javascript.com/
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DIRIGO LAVENDER
FOUNTAIN

(White ’06) 36" ML

Lavender $10.00

DREAMING OF YOU (Dunlop ’08) 26" M-L
Tet. Standards near white, falls light yellow $10.00

DROPS OF BRANDY
(Schafer/Sacks ’88) 27" ML

Falls washed medium blue, paler edge $10.00

ECHO THE WIND
(Schafer/Sacks ’99) 31" EM

Blue violet over yellow base, yellow petal rim $8.00

EMILY ANN
(Hollingworth ’02) 33" E

Tet. Falls cream, speckled and edged blue violet $10.00

FOND KISS
(Schafer/Sacks ’99) HM02 AM04 MW08 33" M

White with lavender pink central flush $8.00

GOLDEN EDGE
(McEwen ’92) 30" M

Velvety violet-blue with yellow wire edge, tet. $8.00

GRACEFUL GHOST
(Hollingworth ’06) 34" M-L

Very light blue self $10.00

GREAT FALLS LOVE
(Cole ’07) 32" EML

Tet. Standards medium blue, falls darker blue $10.00

GULL'S WING
(McGarvey '91) 36" L

Pure white self $6.00

HARPSWELL SNOW
(McEwen ’96) 34" M

Tet. White $8.00

HAVING FUN
(Bauer/Coble ’05) 30" M

Multipetaled rose violet with lighter edges $10.00

HIGH STANDARDS
(Hollingworth '87) HM89 44" M

Tall dark purple, white and gold signals, tet. $6.00

IMPRESSION
(Schafer/Sacks ’03) 24" M

Pale violet heavily dotted and washed blue violet $10.00

JEWELLED CROWN
(Hollingworth ’87) HM89 MW93 24" M

Tet. Deep wine red with circular gold blaze $8.00

JIGGLES
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 32" EM

Ruffled light blue veined slightly darker $8.00

(Cole ’06) 30" M-L
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JOYCE COLE Tet. White self, green veins and green hafts, lightly ruffled $10.00

KABOOM
(Bauer/Coble ’00) AM10 34" M

Tet. Navy blue with gold and white sunburst blaze $8.00

I. sanguinea
'KAMAYAMA'

36" EM
Tall rich violet, good landscape plant $8.00

LAKE KEUKA
(Borglum ’94) HM97 AM99 MW02 31" M

Ruffled light blue edged lighter $8.00

LEE'S BLUE
(Bauer/Coble ’94) 30" M

Medium light blue ground veined darker blue $8.00

LEMON BLUSH
(Hollingworth ’08) 37" L

Standards white, falls pale yellow fading to ivory $10.00

LEMON VEIL
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 34" EM

S. cream, F. light yellow with lavender veins $6.00

MAGENTA MOMENT
(Helsley '92) 36" M

Lightly ruffled magenta red $8.00

MAGNUM BORDEAU
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 32" M

Wine red, blue violet veins and halo $8.00

MISS APPLE
(Schafer/Sacks ’09) 30" M

Small-flowered red with warm yellow signal $12.00

MOON DAZZLE
(Bauer/Coble ’05) 26" M

Tet. Ruffled white $10.00

MOONLIGHT FAIR
(Hollingworth ’11) 33" M

Tet. Ruffled yellow fading to ivory cream $10.00

MY GIRL EMILY
(Cole ’08) 32" M-L
Standards pink/lavendar, falls light blue, red edge, ruffled $10.00

NEAT TRICK
(White ’97) HM01 28" EM

Deep violet blue splashed white $10.00

OVER IN GLORYLAND
(Hollingworth '93) HM96 AM98 MW00 34" M

Large, round, ruffled deep blue-purple, gold blaze, tet. $6.00

PENNYWHISTLE
(Schafer/Sacks ’00) 34" EM

Blue-violet, darker veining, large gold signal $8.00

(Warburton ’82) 35" M
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PERCHERON Heavily ruffled purple violet, veined and dappled $8.00

PINK PEPPER
(Bauer/Coble ’03) 26" M

Pale lavender heavily peppered with lavender dots and dashes $8.00

PLUM FROLIC
(Schafer/Sacks ’01) 27" M

Light blue ground, heavy red violet veining and dappling, ruffled $10.00

PURPLE SAND (Miller ’91) 36" Mr
Light violet veined darker $8.00

RICHARD’S JOYOUS
LOVE

(Steele, '09) 18" EM
Many bloom stalks on tidy compact plants. Slightly ruffled violet
blue self with somewhat open standards and a prominent veined
white signal. Slight fragrance.

$12.00

RIGAMAROLE
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 34" M

Multipetal lavender edged light pink $8.00

ROANOKE'S CHOICE
(McGarvey '76) 32" EM

Pleasing pinkish lavender with brown hafts $6.00

SALAMANDER
CROSSING

(Schafer/Sacks ’99) AM06 42" EML
Pale yellow speckled lavender $8.00

SEA STAR
(Warner ’04) 30" M

Tet. Ruffled medium blue with thin white rim $8.00

SHAKER'S PRAYER
(Warner ’90) HM92 AM94 MW96 33" E-L

Small tricolor veined purple, flowers well above foliage $8.00

SHALL WE DANCE
(Hollingworth ’92) 31" L

Ruffled medium light blue violet, veined deeper $8.00

SHEBANG
(Bauer/Coble, '99) 30" M

Rose violet multipetal $8.00

SHIPS ARE SAILING
(Schaefer/Sacks ’98) HM01 AM03 MW07 35" M

Lightly ruffled bluebird blue, deeper veining $8.00

SILVER EDGE
(McEwen ’74) HM75 MA78 28" EM

Medium blue with distinct silver edge $8.00

SUNFISHER
(Schafer/Sacks ’03) 28" EM

Deep yellow $8.00

SWANS IN FLIGHT
(Hollingworth ’06) HM09 AM11 MW13 33" L-

VL

White self, very large flowers $10.00
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THAT'S MY BABY
(Hollingworth '95) 21" M

Ruffled deep red-violet, small flower $6.00

TRIM THE VELVET
(Schafer/Sacks ’95) 40" M

Rich blue purple, white wire rim $8.00

TROPIC NIGHT
(Morgan ’37) MA54 36" M

Very dark velvety blue self $8.00

TUMBLE BUG (Bauer/Coble '00) 30" M
12-petal dark rose-wine with white/yellow signal pattern $8.00

TWELFTH KNIGHT
(Warner ’02) 32" EM

Tet. Deep purple with blue wash, large white signal $8.00

VELVET PRISM
(Warner '02) 29" M

Tet. Deep blue violet, bright blue halo, thin white edge $8.00

VERY VICTORIAN
(Hollingworth ’99) 32" EM

Ruffled medium mauve veined blue $8.00
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Other Iris Species
Spuria Irises
A diverse series of tall and short irises, native to conditions varying from salt marshes to dry
scrubland, offers some of the most beautiful flowers of all the irises.

Iris graminea
A graceful small fountain of deciduous grasslike foliage and
2" brilliant purple flowers with yellow and white signals on
a slender stalk, midseason. $8.00

Tectorums
The "Japanese Roof Iris" is one of the few irises that grow in semi-shade, reaching 12-18" tall
with beautifully arched fans. It must be fed and transplanted often. Large, flat, slightly ruffled
flowers are typical.

Iris tectorum Lavender flowers with purple blotches. $5.00

Versicolor
The larger blue flag is the most common native iris of the northeastern U.S. It is fond of
moisture but will grow happily in sun in ordinary garden conditions, where its excellent
branching and numerous graceful flowers ensure a fine display. It is reported to be poisonous
to rodents; we are trying it.

SWORDS OF MUREX
(Alexander '01) Dark aubergine sword-like foliage, flowers
medium to dark bluish purple, yellow signal. 2-3 buds on
22" stalks, midseason. $15.00

Versicolor/Virginica hybrids
Virginicas are native to the southeast U.S. Crossed with versicolors, they yield strong growing
plants.

DO THE MATH

(Copeland '08) Vigorous, purple RP15 $6.00
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WOOLY BULLY

(Copeland '06) Purple self, gold signal RP14 $6.00
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Greetings and Welcome to our Website!

Our website works as an e-catalog, in that we will not be accepting orders from the net; instead,
please download our order form and mail it to us with your check or money order. Sorry, we
can not accept credit cards.

DRAYCOTT GARDENS is proud to introduce plants
hybridized by Hiroshi Shimizu in Japan. His work in
crossing I. pseudacorus and I. ensata opens up a whole
new type of garden iris. The plants usually have
slightly yellow foliage in the early spring which looks
fantastic. Bloom period falls between the Siberian and
Japanese iris thus extending bloom time in the garden.
The foliage becomes more green in summer and holds
its form nicely looking somewhat like an ornamental
grass. These crosses are sterile so no seeds are
produced, giving more vigor to the plant and keeping it
from becoming invasive. The striking color patterns are captivating.

Visitors to the garden are welcome and encouraged. We try to maintain extensive display
gardens as well as our stock area. Please call ahead (410-374-4788) if you are visiting so that
we can be sure to be here. We operate out of our home, so there are no signs or regular business
hours. Upperco is located in northern Baltimore County, Maryland, and Falls Road is MD 25,
which runs from Baltimore north to the Pennsylvania state line. Email or call us for detailed
driving instructions. Peak bloom time for Siberians should by May 18- 31. The Pseudatas and
Japanese usually bloom June 15 – July 1 with the Pseudatas being slightly earlier than the
Japanese. Peak peony bloom coordinates with the Siberians from mid to late May. We are a
mail-order nursery, and are not set up for on-site sales.

Many of our plants are lined out
in the fall and then shipped the
following year so that you
receive vigorous divisions.
Plants cannot be shipped in the
spring if they were reset in the
fall, as we did for all of them this
year.

All plants are guaranteed true to
name and of top quality. Plants
are shipped bare-root and are
freshly dug. When you receive
your order, plant it as soon as
possible. We ship early in the
week so the plants should not
have to sit over a weekend. A
culture sheet will be included with each order. We have found Priority Mail service to be the
most efficient and economical and will use that unless you specifically ask for UPS delivery.

We offer only plants which we feel are worthy of space in your garden. We grow many
varieties not listed due to low quantity of stock or lack of demand. If you are trying to locate a
particular plant, please write or email us.

mailto:draycott@qis.net?subject=Website comment
mailto:draycott@qis.net?subject=Website comment
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Carol Warner
(410)374-4788
16815 Falls Road
Upperco, MD 21155
draycott@qis.net
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Culture Recommendations
Siberian, Japanese, Pseudatas, and most other beardless irises all require similar conditions.
Japanese irises, however, may require a little extra water. These irises grow in ordinary garden
conditions or in the perennial border. They all require ample moisture, especially when they are
transplanted. Good culture will increase height, branching, flower size, and quantity of bloom.
These irises will grow and bloom better if planted in full sun. The table and notes below may be
helpful in choosing the right match of beardless irises with your conditions.

Iris Light Water
Needs

Grows in
Water

Food
Needs

Acidity
(pH)

I. versicolor full sun moderate yes heavy 5.0 to 6.6

Louisianas full sun
(best) heavy yes very

heavy 5.0 to 6.4

Japanese full sun
(best) heavy yes heavy 5.0 to 6.4

Pseudatas full sun moderate yes heavy 5.0 to 6.0

I. pseudacorus full sun moderate yes heavy 5.0 to 6.0

Siberians full sun
(best) moderate no moderate 5.2 to 6.8

I. graminea sun to
part shade moderate no moderate 5.6 to 7.0

I. tectorum part shade moderate no moderate 5.6 to 6.6

Bearded Irises full sun low no light 6.4 to 7.4

Soil Requirements: Beardless irises prefer a rich soil with ample organic matter. If the soil is
clay, the addition of organic matter will help to loosen it. If the soil is more sandy, the organic
matter will help in water retention as well as adding nutrients. Depending on what is available,
till in ample amounts of manure, hay, straw, peat moss, etc. If using hay or straw you may need
to add high nitrogen fertilizer to compensate for the nitrogen tied up in the decomposition
process. If your pH is too high it can be lowered by the addition of granular ferrous sulfate,
aluminum sulfate, or agricultural sulfur.

Planting: Plant strong divisions of at least 2 to 3 fans. Small divisions take longer to get started
and are more subject to loss. The roots should at no time be allowed to dry out during
transplanting. Planting in a small depression (1-3 inches below the average soil level) will help
the plant receive extra water during rains. In northern areas, avoid planting in areas where
prolonged cover of ice may smother the plants. After planting keep well watered until the plant
is established and new growth begins to appear.

Watering: Although some beardless irises are drought-tolerant, many, especially in areas with
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hot dry summers, benefit from regular watering; some growers have found soaker hoses helpful.
Plants that are irrigated become dependent on irrigation and will require it if transplanted.

Mulching: After planting, a heavy mulch helps to conserve moisture as well as reduce weeds.
If plants are set out in the fall a mulch is needed to prevent heaving over winter.

Transplanting: Plants should be divided every three or four years or when overcrowded and
amount of bloom is reduced. Japanese irises should be transplanted to a new area and not put
back into the same ground where they were previously grown. Beardless irises can be
transplanted almost anytime from spring until fall, but shortly after bloom period or fall is
probably the best. New roots should have sufficient time to anchor the plant before winter
freezes. Plants moved or divided in the summer must have plenty of water and some light shade
in hotter climates.

Fertilizing: Beardless irises are heavy feeders. .A liberal application of a balanced fertilizer,
such as 10-10-10, in spring and just after bloom is beneficial. Foliar feeding with such things as
“Miracid” will help weak plants to grow better. Do not fertilize if planting in late fall. This
forces growth in warm spells during the winter.

Controlling Pests: Iris borers found in some parts of the country will sometimes attack
beardless irises but prefer to dine on bearded types. Check with local growers for newer
methods of control. Thrips may also be a slight problem on Japanese irises and may be
controlled with a variety of insecticides.

Grooming: Dead foliage should be removed in early winter or early spring. Bloomstalks should
be removed after the last flower has faded to keep plants from making unwanted seed.

Members of your local iris club are also a good source of information. In addition, we highly
recommend visiting or joining the societies that are devoted to these irises:

The American Iris Society
The Society for Siberian Irises
The Society for Japanese Irises
The Species Iris Group of North America

http://www.irises.org/
http://www.socsib.org/
http://www.socji.org/
http://www.signa.org/
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Ordering Information
Click here to download our printable order form.

(It requires Adobe Reader--click the lower box at right if you don't already
have it on your computer.)

Minimum order is $15.00. Full payment by check or money order should accompany your
order. Plants will be reserved on a first-ordered first-served basis, and no orders will be
accepted after September 15. Extra plants will be included with your order as a “thank you.”
Please list some suggestions.

International orders: I'm sorry to say that our Department of Agriculture has raised the price of a
Phytosanitary Certificate to $62.00! So please include $62.00, as charged by the state of
Maryland, and extra shipping to cover air shipment to your country. I will try to add enough
extra plants to international orders to cover this additional cost, so please list some extras that
you would like to receive.

Shipping alternatives:

Freshly dug plants will be sent on Monday and Tuesday via Priority Mail. Please enter a
shipping and handling cost of $8.00 east of the Mississippi River or $9.00 west of the
Misssissippi River for 1-8 plants; $10.00 for over 8 plants.
Local customers may pick up their orders and save the shipping costs.

Shipping dates:

In general, shipments to northern areas are shipped first. Our experience has been that Siberians
like to be transplanted after the weather has cooled. New transplants may turn brown almost to
the base if exposed to hot direct sun. They will recover, but you may have some anxious
moments. Please indicate your preferred shipping date on the order form, choosing from the
choices below, and your plants will be shipped as close to that date as possible. 

week of July 27 (north only)
week of August 10
week of August 24
week of September 7
week of September 14

GIFT CERTIFICATES!

Please indicate the amount on the form, and a certificate will be mailed to you.

http://www.adobe.com/products/reader
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Other Iris Species
Spuria Irises
A diverse series of tall and short irises, native to conditions varying from salt marshes to dry
scrubland, offers some of the most beautiful flowers of all the irises.

Iris graminea
A graceful small fountain of deciduous grasslike foliage and
2" brilliant purple flowers with yellow and white signals on
a slender stalk, midseason. $8.00

Tectorums
The "Japanese Roof Iris" is one of the few irises that grow in semi-shade, reaching 12-18" tall
with beautifully arched fans. It must be fed and transplanted often. Large, flat, slightly ruffled
flowers are typical.

Iris tectorum Lavender flowers with purple blotches. $5.00

Versicolor
The larger blue flag is the most common native iris of the northeastern U.S. It is fond of
moisture but will grow happily in sun in ordinary garden conditions, where its excellent
branching and numerous graceful flowers ensure a fine display. It is reported to be poisonous
to rodents; we are trying it.

SWORDS OF MUREX
(Alexander '01) Dark aubergine sword-like foliage, flowers
medium to dark bluish purple, yellow signal. 2-3 buds on
22" stalks, midseason. $15.00

Versicolor/Virginica hybrids
Virginicas are native to the southeast U.S. Crossed with versicolors, they yield strong growing
plants.

DO THE MATH

(Copeland '08) Vigorous, purple RP15 $6.00
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WOOLY BULLY

(Copeland '06) Purple self, gold signal RP14 $6.00
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Pseudatas

AKIMATSURI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2012) 35" M
Akimatsuri sports a large ruffled creamy yellow flower
and a clump has a mass of bloom. The style arm tips are a
cream color but have peach veins which give an overall
look of peach in the center of the flower. The signal area
is very large and rounded, accentuated by the stunning
brick red eyelash pattern. The stalks have two branches
plus the terminal and often carry nine buds. [Limited
Stock] $15.00

AUSE

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2014) 40-42" EM

Ause has a white background under the deep rose color
which is not seen until the flower opens fully and has been
out for a while. When the flowers change color as much as
this one does, it gives a lovely effect to the clump. The
stalk has three branches plus the terminal, giving it a very
long season of bloom. This is one of the deepest rim
patterns I have seen in the pseudatas. $25.00

BENIBUTAE

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 32" E-M

Medium purple flowers over variegated foliage. Small
standards. Many stalks have 10 flowers, 4 in the terminal
and 3 in each of the two branches. "Double Eyelid of
Rouge" $35.00

BYAKUYA NO KUNI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2005) 37" E-M

This pseudata is one of the most vigorous and showy in
the garden. The cream flowers are accented with yellow
style arms and signal and dark purple eyelashes. Stalks
carry at least 7 buds on two branches with a triple-
socketed terminal. Foliage is a bright green with just a tint
of yellow. The name describes the white color of the
flower and means “land of the midnight sun”. $10.00

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 38" E
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CHAKI
Taller, more vigorous than Kinshikou. Peach, veined
wine, but with dark style arms. Flowers enlarge and
lighten over time to the color shown in the photo.
Beautiful foliage. "Tea Party" $25.00

FURUI SHIRO (Hiroshi Shimizu, 2016) See new introductions.

HANAGARA

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2014) 48-50" M
Hanagara is as close to a pink as we have come so far in a
plant with vigor, good bud count and garden worthiness.
The buds definitely are mauve pink, and when the flowers
open the wide tips of the style arms show bright rose pink.
The deep wine overlay on the entire eyelash halo area
contributes to the pink on white appearance. As the flower
ages the rose color becomes even more of a pink. Three
branches produce 10 flowers per stalk. The terminal has
four buds! [WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

HIMEBOTARU

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2014) 35"

The falls on this variety are more round than the other
introduced whites and I think the white is more of a pure
white than the others. It has proved to be very vigorous
and a heavy bloomer. Once in a while it will produce
flowers with five falls and five style arms. Oh, how I wish
it would do that all of the time. $20.00

KARYU

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 22-27" ML

Large ruffled beauty with large bright-yellow signals
surrounded by red eyelashes, further set off by wide deep
red-purple styles. The name means “Fire-dragon”.
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

KINSHIKOU

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2004) 37" E
This first pseudata introduction appears PEACH in the
garden, but is actually rose over a yellow background. The
deep yellow signal is surrounded by rich dark wine

http://www.draycott-gardens.com/introframe.html
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eyelash markings. Styles and very small standards are
light yellow. Three branches carry at least 6 buds. The
foliage is a lovely lime green, and the name means
"golden monkey". [Limited Stock] $15.00

OKAGAMI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 34-36" M
This pseudata was awarded the best seedling in our
beardless show in 2006. The color changes slightly as the
flowers open giving a clump an interesting appearance.
The standards are white but have a purple blush upon
opening, style arms are creamy yellow with the ends
brushed lavender and the falls have a very pointed bright
wine colored eyelash. The name means “Big Mirror”.
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

PIXIE WON

(Copeland, 1997) 18" E

Red-violet falls with sulphur yellow signal, pansy violet
halo and cream stylearms. Standards are violet, small, and
rounded. Beautiful yellow-green foliage all season.
HM2001, AM2003, Randolph-Perry Medal 2005. $10.00

RORYU

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 40-43" M
This tall beauty opens from a burgundy bud which shows
a distinct yellow rim. With two branches and a terminal it
can open nine flowers in succession. Lemon falls are
lightly veined red and are rounded and ruffled. The
eyelash pattern almost completely covers the yellow
signal. The name means "An Old Dragon".
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

RYU NO KANMURI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 44" M

Rosier and much more ruffled than Take no Sato. Tall,
with 8 buds. Style arms are showy with a distinctive and
definite white edge "Crown of Dragon" $25.00

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 33" VE

This is my first pseudata to bloom. It blooms about two
weeks before the first Japanese irises. The falls are light
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RYUGAN

yellow and are sanded with a dark wine purple. The style
arms are bright yellow with a ruffled end which is also
sanded with the deep wine color. The standards are very
small and are a yellow which fades to a lighter cream as
the flow matures. Stalks are very well branched and carry
the terminal and 3 branches. There are often three flowers
in bloom at one time. The stalk has at least eight buds and
the terminal is triple socketed. The foliage on this variety
is quite nice. The name means "Dragon's Eye". $10.00

RYUMON

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2015) 44" L

Beautiful landscape plant in an attractive shade of
lavender. 9 buds produce large flowers, becoming larger
and lighter the second day, over clean foliage. "Dragon
Gate" $25.00

SAMON

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2009) 42" M
SAMON is unique, tall, and quite a vigorous grower. The
color of the bud is a dark wine-red, but the opening flower
reveals a color change to a very light background lightly
veined red-violet with a yellow wash over the entire fall.
The small standards are similar and the erect style arms
coordinate nicely in a much darker wine color edged by a
yellow border. A bright yellow signal is surrounded by a
deep red-violet eyelash marking in a pointed pattern. The
bright green foliage has a beautiful purple base. The name
means “Ripple Marks”. [Limited Stock] $15.00

SHIRABYOSHI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 33" EM
This early white with a bright red purple eyelash is a great
landscape plant. It has proved to be very vigorous and
sports about a 6-inch diameter flower. The bright red
purple eyelash pattern is rounded and wide with quite
prominent eyelashes extending about ¼ inch into the fall.
The signal is a very deep bright yellow surrounded by a
littler yellow area. This plant also has nice foliage. The
name means "White Dancing Girl". Limited stock.
[WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 45-54" M-L
This later blooming pseudata has been incredible in the
garden. It bloomed at a height of 45" in the stock garden
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SHIRYUKYO

but grew to 54" in a landscaped area which received extra
water and fertilizer, and bloom continued for over three
weeks. The stalks have a triple socketed terminal and
three branches all rising far above the foliage. The purple
falls with a darker purple rim roll and twist to give a
ruffled effect. Flowers are also large for a pseudata,
averaging about 6½". The name means “Purple Dragon’s
Valley”. $10.00

SHORYU NO MAI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 45" ML

Rising high above extremely nice foliage, this ruffled
beauty has a very distinct form to the flower falls. The
inner part of the fall is narrow and then widens out and
remains in a more horizontal plane. The edges of the falls
ruffle nicely. The name means “Dance of a Flying
Dragon”. [Limited Stock] $15.00

SUNADOKEI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 40" M

A bright lemon yellow lightly sanded with red really
lights up the garden. The sanded color pattern shows the
influence of the I. ensata parentage. The name means
“Sand-glass”. [WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

TAKAMAGAHARA

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 37-40" M

Somewhat similar to Take No Sato, this very nice plant is
a light lavender with a strongly contrasting signal. Its
foliage occasionally grows with accordion folding. The
name means “Heaven of the legend”. [WITHDRAWN
FOR INCREASE]

TAKE NO SATO

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2008) 45" M
This very distinctive tall variety is easily recognized in the
garden. There is a pleasing combination of colors and
presentation of the flowers. Stalks are nicely branched and
carry the flowers above the foliage. The flowers are
evenly veined red violet which is darker on the underside
of the falls. The falls tend to be a little cupped and rolled.
The name means “Village of Bamboo”. $10.00

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 45-48" M
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TAREMURASAKI

Thi flower has a form which is more desirable to the
Japanese taste than to our American Iris Society judges.
The proportion of the falls is a little long, making the
flower have a “droopy” appearance, but to me the
appearance is delicate. The plant is very vigorous and the
stalk has three branches plus the terminal. As a landscape
plant in an Oriental garden TAREMURASAKI will excel.
The name means “Drooping Purple”. $10.00

TSUKIYONO

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2005) 44" M

TSUKIYONO is a wonderful garden specimen, lavender
with purple eyelash markings and a narrow purple rim.
The style arms are cream and the signal is bright yellow.
The well-branched stalks are very tall and carry at least 9
buds. The plant is vigorous, increases rapidly and has nice
green foliage. Some foliage may crinkle slightly. The
name means “The Moonlight Field”. $10.00

UMIBOTAL

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 46" ML

Umibotal is the deepest purple seedling I have grown
from Mr. Shimizu. The color is a great combination with
the more prevalent yellows and whites. The name means
“Firefly on the Sea”. Limited stock. [WITHDRAWN FOR
INCREASE]

YARAI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 27" VE

Yarai is one of the first pseudatas to bloom. It is one of
Mr. Shimizu’s medium height varieties blooming at only
27 inches but the stalks are well branched and carry lots of
buds for a long bloom season. The flowers present an
orange appearance from a distance but are actually a light
yellow background which is lightly veined and speckled
wine red. The prominent deep yellow signal adds pizzazz.
The name means “Night Thunder”. [WITHDRAWN FOR
INCREASE]

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 48" M
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YASHA
Can't you just see the eyes of the devil in this flower? The
color changes dramatically as the flower opens, giving a
lovely contrast on the clump of many different shades.
Also note the thin dark edge surrounding the falls. The
name means “The female devil”. $10.00

YORU NO AKARI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 38" M
This rose over a cream base is darker and shorter than
“Yasha” and proved to be more striking in the garden. The
stalk is also higher branched. I love how the color changes
as the flower continues to open and expand. The deep
wine eyelash pattern extends almost to the edge of the fall.
The foliage on this plant has the deep purple base. The
name means “Light of the Night Town”. [WITHDRAWN
FOR INCREASE]

YOTSUGI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2011) 31" M
I would love to see this variety grown in pots in
everyone’s back yard water feature. Shorter than many of
the pseudatas, the plant is very vigorous, and the striking
flowers are larger than many of the other pseudatas. It
displays the characteristic of “pushing buds” giving it a
long bloom season even though the stalk only has the
terminal and one branch. Some of the later flowers might
be below the foliage, but the black down in the signal and
the large round bright yellow color of the signal will
definitely make the flowers stand out. The name means
“Four Trees”. [WITHDRAWN FOR INCREASE]

YUKIYANAGI

(Hiroshi Shimizu, 2010) 44-48" EML

Yukiyanagi blooms taller than other whites with purple
eyelash patterns, and the foliage is also tall and vigorous.
Numerous buds are held on the terminal plus two
branches, and the clump was in bloom from early to late
in the season. The name means “Willow in the Snow”.
$10.00
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Greetings and Welcome to our Website!

Our website works as an e-catalog, in that we will not be accepting orders from the net; instead,
please download our order form and mail it to us with your check or money order. Sorry, we
can not accept credit cards.

DRAYCOTT GARDENS is proud to introduce plants
hybridized by Hiroshi Shimizu in Japan. His work in
crossing I. pseudacorus and I. ensata opens up a whole
new type of garden iris. The plants usually have
slightly yellow foliage in the early spring which looks
fantastic. Bloom period falls between the Siberian and
Japanese iris thus extending bloom time in the garden.
The foliage becomes more green in summer and holds
its form nicely looking somewhat like an ornamental
grass. These crosses are sterile so no seeds are
produced, giving more vigor to the plant and keeping it
from becoming invasive. The striking color patterns are captivating.

Visitors to the garden are welcome and encouraged. We try to maintain extensive display
gardens as well as our stock area. Please call ahead (410-374-4788) if you are visiting so that
we can be sure to be here. We operate out of our home, so there are no signs or regular business
hours. Upperco is located in northern Baltimore County, Maryland, and Falls Road is MD 25,
which runs from Baltimore north to the Pennsylvania state line. Email or call us for detailed
driving instructions. Peak bloom time for Siberians should by May 18- 31. The Pseudatas and
Japanese usually bloom June 15 – July 1 with the Pseudatas being slightly earlier than the
Japanese. Peak peony bloom coordinates with the Siberians from mid to late May. We are a
mail-order nursery, and are not set up for on-site sales.

Many of our plants are lined out
in the fall and then shipped the
following year so that you
receive vigorous divisions.
Plants cannot be shipped in the
spring if they were reset in the
fall, as we did for all of them this
year.

All plants are guaranteed true to
name and of top quality. Plants
are shipped bare-root and are
freshly dug. When you receive
your order, plant it as soon as
possible. We ship early in the
week so the plants should not
have to sit over a weekend. A
culture sheet will be included with each order. We have found Priority Mail service to be the
most efficient and economical and will use that unless you specifically ask for UPS delivery.

We offer only plants which we feel are worthy of space in your garden. We grow many

mailto:draycott@qis.net?subject=Website comment
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varieties not listed due to low quantity of stock or lack of demand. If you are trying to locate a
particular plant, please write or email us.

Carol Warner
(410)374-4788
16815 Falls Road
Upperco, MD 21155
draycott@qis.net

mailto:draycott@qis.net?subject=Website comment
mailto:draycott@qis.net?subject=Website comment
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Japanese
Irises
Japanese irises are a beautiful group of
beardless irises which are the latest to
bloom, about a month after the tall
bearded and Siberian irises. With the
largest flowers of all irises, some
reaching 12" in diameter with lovely
forms, colors, and patterns, they
require an acid soil and may require
extra water or mulch. Here is a key to
our abbreviations.

AKEBONO

(SJI reg. ’94) 6F 36" EM

Pink, darker at edge $8.00

ANGELIC
CHOIR

(Harris '06) 6F 42" M

White self, multiple styles $10.00

ANYTUS

(Innerst ’81) 6F 38" M

Ruffled white, gold signal $8.00

ARTESIAN
SPRING

(Harris ’10) 3F 40" ML

Dark purple, white style arms $14.00
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BELLENDER
BLUE

(Bauer/Coble ’93) 3F HM96 AM98 PM00 50" EM

Tall, dark blue-violet, vigorous, 2-3 branches $10.00

BLUE SPRITZ

(Delmez ’96) 6F HM00 AM03 PM05 35" M

Light ground with blue-violet veins, purple styles $8.00

CASCADE
SPRING DRESS

(Reid ’91) 6F HM96 42" EM

White, edged and flecked violet $8.00

CENTER OF 
ATTENTION

(Rich ’86) 6F HM88 36" M

Ruffled pale lavender-violet, veined darker violet $6.00

DANCING
WAVES

(Payne ’64) 6F HM66 PA68 42" ML

Mulberry purple, narrow white edge $8.00

DELMARVA
DELIGHT

(Hager ’10) 6F 44" M

White, wide blue edge
Withdrawn

for
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increase

DIOMEDES

(Innerst ’92) 6F HM95 AM98 40" M

Lavender blue with ¾” darker edge $8.00

DON AND
DONNA

(Bauer/Coble ’08) 6F 36" M

Dark blue styles on lighter blue falls $12.00

EPIMETHIUS

(Innerst ’92) 6F HM96 AM00 PM04 36" ML

Wine purple splashed and speckled white. $8.00

FLASHING KOI

(Marx ’78) 6F HM82 36" M

White, feathered crimson red in the center $8.00

FLYING TIGER

(Payne ’50) 6F 45" M

Tall, flat pale violet veined darker violet $8.00

(Reid ’95) 6F HM00 40" ML
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FRACTAL BLUE
Dark blue-violet with white and lavender sanding $10.00

FROSTED
INTRIGUE

(Bauer/Coble ’97) 6F HM00 36" M

Dark blue-violet, frosty rim $10.00

GALATEA
MARX

(Marx ’61) 6F 36" M

Ruffled, flax blue with white veining, white styles $8.00

GAY GALLANT

(Marx ’62) 6F HM65 48" M

Tailored white with dark blue veins $8.00

GEISHA GOWN

(Maddocks ’65) 6F HM66 36" EM

Ruffled clear white with deep rose-violet veins $8.00

GEISHA OBI

(Rich ’89) 6F HM91 AM95 PM99 38" M

Fuchsia red veined white, solid border $8.00

GLITTERING
RAYS

(Innerst ’98) 6F 36" M

Ruffled deep purple with blue rays $10.00
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GOTENBINA

(Shimizu ’04) 9F 28" M

White center blending to deep pink at edge.
withdrawn

for
increase

HEKIUN

(Ichie ’89) 3F 30" M

Blue with white rays $10.00

IAPETUS

(Innerst ’88) 6F HM90 AM94 PM97 34" M

Ruffled light ground, sanded and veined red-violet
Withdrawn

for
increase

IPSUS

(Innerst ’81) 6F HM83 PA86 32" M

Ruffled navy blue self $8.00

JACIVA

(Harris ’92) 6F HM95 42" ML

Vigorous ruffled sanded blue lavender $10.00

JOCASTA

(Innerst ’88) 6F HM90 AM94 36" ML

Light ground, blue halo and veining, red-violet edge $8.00
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JOHN'S FANCY

(Copeland ’08) 3F 34" M

White with striking blue lines
withdrawn

for
increase

JOY PETERS

(Ackerman '90) 3F HM90 AM92 32" M

Lavender pink $8.00

LAKE EFFECT

(Bauer/Coble '04) 6F PM11 36" M

True blue with lighter blue edges
Withdrawn

for
increase

LIGHT AT
DAWN

(Marx '57) 6F 32" VL

White, narrow border of blue $8.00

MIST FALLS

(Marx '67) 6F 48" M-L

Ruffled lavender blue, white wire rim $8.00

ORIENTAL
FANTASY

(Payne '69) 6F 44" EM

Ruffled white, lightly sanded mauve $8.00
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PERIWINKLE 
PINWHEEL

(Marx ’83) 6F HM88 44" ML

Periwinkle blue with dark blue veining $7.00

PLEASANT
SANDMAN

(Harris '98) 6F 46" M

Lightly sanded violet blue $8.00

RASPBERRY
CANDY

(Bauer/Coble ’99) 6F HM02 AM04 34" EM

White with raspberry halo and veins
Withdrawn

for
increase

REISYUN

(Shimizu '96) 3F HM03 33" EM

Clear pink, veined darker pink $10.00

ROLLING SEAS

(Aitken ’94) 6F 38" M

Medium blue self $8.00

RUFFLED
WHITE WATER

(Copeland '09) 6F 36" M

Ruffled white
Withdrawn

for
increase
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SEA OF
AMETHYST

(Rich ’71) 6F PA66 38" M

White ground heavily brushed and sanded with light
amethyst $8.00

SECOND WAVE

(Aitken ’05) 6F 44" ML-
VL

Deep blue self. Repeat blooms $8.00

STRUT AND 
FLOURISH

(Payne ’64) 6F 36" ML

Large blue-violet, violet halo & veins $6.00

SUMMER
STORM

(Marx ’55) 6F 42" VLr

Dark purple ruffled self with extra styles and petaloids
Withdrawn

for
increase

SUNRISE RIDGE

(Harris '07) 6F 40" M

Bright red-violet with white rays $10.00

UPSON DOWNS

(Copeland '08) 3F 36" M

Red-violet standards on white falls $10.00
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WAVE ACTION

(Bauer/Coble '09) 6F 36" M

Near white, brushed and veined light blue $15.00

WHITE CAPS

(Copeland '08) 6F 36" M

Blue falls with white rays and white center $10.00

WINGED SPRITE

(Payne '69) 6F 42" EM

Light blue-violet, white halo and veins $8.00

YUZEN

(Ichie '97) 6F 30" ML

White with deep red-violet rim and sparse dotting $10.00
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Culture Recommendations
Siberian, Japanese, Pseudatas, and most other beardless irises all require similar conditions.
Japanese irises, however, may require a little extra water. These irises grow in ordinary garden
conditions or in the perennial border. They all require ample moisture, especially when they are
transplanted. Good culture will increase height, branching, flower size, and quantity of bloom.
These irises will grow and bloom better if planted in full sun. The table and notes below may be
helpful in choosing the right match of beardless irises with your conditions.

Iris Light Water
Needs

Grows in
Water

Food
Needs

Acidity
(pH)

I. versicolor full sun moderate yes heavy 5.0 to 6.6

Louisianas full sun
(best) heavy yes very

heavy 5.0 to 6.4

Japanese full sun
(best) heavy yes heavy 5.0 to 6.4

Pseudatas full sun moderate yes heavy 5.0 to 6.0

I. pseudacorus full sun moderate yes heavy 5.0 to 6.0

Siberians full sun
(best) moderate no moderate 5.2 to 6.8

I. graminea sun to
part shade moderate no moderate 5.6 to 7.0

I. tectorum part shade moderate no moderate 5.6 to 6.6

Bearded Irises full sun low no light 6.4 to 7.4

Soil Requirements: Beardless irises prefer a rich soil with ample organic matter. If the soil is
clay, the addition of organic matter will help to loosen it. If the soil is more sandy, the organic
matter will help in water retention as well as adding nutrients. Depending on what is available,
till in ample amounts of manure, hay, straw, peat moss, etc. If using hay or straw you may need
to add high nitrogen fertilizer to compensate for the nitrogen tied up in the decomposition
process. If your pH is too high it can be lowered by the addition of granular ferrous sulfate,
aluminum sulfate, or agricultural sulfur.

Planting: Plant strong divisions of at least 2 to 3 fans. Small divisions take longer to get started
and are more subject to loss. The roots should at no time be allowed to dry out during
transplanting. Planting in a small depression (1-3 inches below the average soil level) will help
the plant receive extra water during rains. In northern areas, avoid planting in areas where
prolonged cover of ice may smother the plants. After planting keep well watered until the plant
is established and new growth begins to appear.
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Watering: Although some beardless irises are drought-tolerant, many, especially in areas with
hot dry summers, benefit from regular watering; some growers have found soaker hoses helpful.
Plants that are irrigated become dependent on irrigation and will require it if transplanted.

Mulching: After planting, a heavy mulch helps to conserve moisture as well as reduce weeds.
If plants are set out in the fall a mulch is needed to prevent heaving over winter.

Transplanting: Plants should be divided every three or four years or when overcrowded and
amount of bloom is reduced. Japanese irises should be transplanted to a new area and not put
back into the same ground where they were previously grown. Beardless irises can be
transplanted almost anytime from spring until fall, but shortly after bloom period or fall is
probably the best. New roots should have sufficient time to anchor the plant before winter
freezes. Plants moved or divided in the summer must have plenty of water and some light shade
in hotter climates.

Fertilizing: Beardless irises are heavy feeders. .A liberal application of a balanced fertilizer,
such as 10-10-10, in spring and just after bloom is beneficial. Foliar feeding with such things as
“Miracid” will help weak plants to grow better. Do not fertilize if planting in late fall. This
forces growth in warm spells during the winter.

Controlling Pests: Iris borers found in some parts of the country will sometimes attack
beardless irises but prefer to dine on bearded types. Check with local growers for newer
methods of control. Thrips may also be a slight problem on Japanese irises and may be
controlled with a variety of insecticides.

Grooming: Dead foliage should be removed in early winter or early spring. Bloomstalks should
be removed after the last flower has faded to keep plants from making unwanted seed.

Members of your local iris club are also a good source of information. In addition, we highly
recommend visiting or joining the societies that are devoted to these irises:

The American Iris Society
The Society for Siberian Irises
The Society for Japanese Irises
The Species Iris Group of North America

http://www.irises.org/
http://www.socsib.org/
http://www.socji.org/
http://www.signa.org/
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Siberian Irises
Siberian irises are wonderful landscape specimens. Their elegant and graceful
flowers are borne above a clump of grasslike blue-green foliage which is attractive
during the whole growing season. Here is a key to our abbreviations.

Click/touch the thumbnail to see a larger picture. If that doesn't work, you may need
to enable javascript in your browser. Here's how.

AHRTALWEIN
(Tamberg ’02) 35" M

Wine red with white signal $8.00

AMETHYST ECHO
(Warner ’04) 34" Er

Tet. Amethyst purple with broken white signal $8.00

BABY SISTER
(McEwen '86) HM91 8" E-M

Dwarf violet-blue with white signal, vigorous $5.00

BANISH MISFORTUNE
(Schafer/Sacks ’99) HM03 AM07 MW11 45" EML

Lobelia blue, veined darker, large yellow signal $8.00

BLACKBERRY
JUBILEE

(Schafer/Sacks ’97) 36" ML

Dappled red violet, veined darker, small white signal $8.00

CARELESS SALLY
(Schafer/Sacks ’96) HM99 AM01 MW03 26" Mr

Washed reddish violet, heavy veining, ruffled $8.00

CHINA SPRING

(Bauer/Coble ’99) 34" VE

Tall, medium blue $6.00

CARMEN JEANNE
(Helsley ’96) AM05 28" EM

Violet blue, large white signal $8.00

DEAR CURRIER
(Dunlop ’05) 30" ML

Tet. Medium blue veined darker, darker edge $10.00

DEMURE ILLINI (Varner '85) HM87 36" M
Deep grape red, with large white signal $6.00

DIRIGO BLACK (White ’99) HM02 38" EM

http://www.draycott-gardens.com/siblightbox/abbreviations.html
http://www.enable-javascript.com/
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VELVET Very dark purple overlaid with velvety black sheen $10.00

DIRIGO LAVENDER
FOUNTAIN

(White ’06) 36" ML

Lavender $10.00

DREAMING OF YOU (Dunlop ’08) 26" M-L
Tet. Standards near white, falls light yellow $10.00

DROPS OF BRANDY
(Schafer/Sacks ’88) 27" ML

Falls washed medium blue, paler edge $10.00

ECHO THE WIND
(Schafer/Sacks ’99) 31" EM

Blue violet over yellow base, yellow petal rim $8.00

EMILY ANN
(Hollingworth ’02) 33" E

Tet. Falls cream, speckled and edged blue violet $10.00

FOND KISS
(Schafer/Sacks ’99) HM02 AM04 MW08 33" M

White with lavender pink central flush $8.00

GOLDEN EDGE
(McEwen ’92) 30" M

Velvety violet-blue with yellow wire edge, tet. $8.00

GRACEFUL GHOST
(Hollingworth ’06) 34" M-L

Very light blue self $10.00

GREAT FALLS LOVE
(Cole ’07) 32" EML

Tet. Standards medium blue, falls darker blue $10.00

GULL'S WING
(McGarvey '91) 36" L

Pure white self $6.00

HARPSWELL SNOW
(McEwen ’96) 34" M

Tet. White $8.00

HAVING FUN
(Bauer/Coble ’05) 30" M

Multipetaled rose violet with lighter edges $10.00

HIGH STANDARDS
(Hollingworth '87) HM89 44" M

Tall dark purple, white and gold signals, tet. $6.00

IMPRESSION
(Schafer/Sacks ’03) 24" M

Pale violet heavily dotted and washed blue violet $10.00

JEWELLED CROWN
(Hollingworth ’87) HM89 MW93 24" M

Tet. Deep wine red with circular gold blaze $8.00

JIGGLES
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 32" EM
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Ruffled light blue veined slightly darker $8.00

JOYCE COLE
(Cole ’06) 30" M-L

Tet. White self, green veins and green hafts, lightly ruffled $10.00

KABOOM
(Bauer/Coble ’00) AM10 34" M

Tet. Navy blue with gold and white sunburst blaze $8.00

I. sanguinea
'KAMAYAMA'

36" EM
Tall rich violet, good landscape plant $8.00

LAKE KEUKA
(Borglum ’94) HM97 AM99 MW02 31" M

Ruffled light blue edged lighter $8.00

LEE'S BLUE
(Bauer/Coble ’94) 30" M

Medium light blue ground veined darker blue $8.00

LEMON BLUSH
(Hollingworth ’08) 37" L

Standards white, falls pale yellow fading to ivory $10.00

LEMON VEIL
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 34" EM

S. cream, F. light yellow with lavender veins $6.00

MAGENTA MOMENT
(Helsley '92) 36" M

Lightly ruffled magenta red $8.00

MAGNUM BORDEAU
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 32" M

Wine red, blue violet veins and halo $8.00

MISS APPLE
(Schafer/Sacks ’09) 30" M

Small-flowered red with warm yellow signal $12.00

MOON DAZZLE
(Bauer/Coble ’05) 26" M

Tet. Ruffled white $10.00

MOONLIGHT FAIR
(Hollingworth ’11) 33" M

Tet. Ruffled yellow fading to ivory cream $10.00

MY GIRL EMILY
(Cole ’08) 32" M-L
Standards pink/lavendar, falls light blue, red edge, ruffled $10.00

NEAT TRICK
(White ’97) HM01 28" EM

Deep violet blue splashed white $10.00

OVER IN GLORYLAND
(Hollingworth '93) HM96 AM98 MW00 34" M

Large, round, ruffled deep blue-purple, gold blaze, tet. $6.00

(Schafer/Sacks ’00) 34" EM
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PENNYWHISTLE Blue-violet, darker veining, large gold signal $8.00

PERCHERON (Warburton ’82) 35" M
Heavily ruffled purple violet, veined and dappled $8.00

PINK PEPPER
(Bauer/Coble ’03) 26" M

Pale lavender heavily peppered with lavender dots and dashes $8.00

PLUM FROLIC
(Schafer/Sacks ’01) 27" M

Light blue ground, heavy red violet veining and dappling, ruffled $10.00

PURPLE SAND (Miller ’91) 36" Mr
Light violet veined darker $8.00

RICHARD’S JOYOUS
LOVE

(Steele, '09) 18" EM
Many bloom stalks on tidy compact plants. Slightly ruffled violet
blue self with somewhat open standards and a prominent veined
white signal. Slight fragrance.

$12.00

RIGAMAROLE
(Bauer/Coble ’00) 34" M

Multipetal lavender edged light pink $8.00

ROANOKE'S CHOICE
(McGarvey '76) 32" EM

Pleasing pinkish lavender with brown hafts $6.00

SALAMANDER
CROSSING

(Schafer/Sacks ’99) AM06 42" EML
Pale yellow speckled lavender $8.00

SEA STAR
(Warner ’04) 30" M

Tet. Ruffled medium blue with thin white rim $8.00

SHAKER'S PRAYER
(Warner ’90) HM92 AM94 MW96 33" E-L

Small tricolor veined purple, flowers well above foliage $8.00

SHALL WE DANCE
(Hollingworth ’92) 31" L

Ruffled medium light blue violet, veined deeper $8.00

SHEBANG
(Bauer/Coble, '99) 30" M

Rose violet multipetal $8.00

SHIPS ARE SAILING
(Schaefer/Sacks ’98) HM01 AM03 MW07 35" M

Lightly ruffled bluebird blue, deeper veining $8.00

SILVER EDGE
(McEwen ’74) HM75 MA78 28" EM

Medium blue with distinct silver edge $8.00

SUNFISHER
(Schafer/Sacks ’03) 28" EM

Deep yellow $8.00

L-
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SWANS IN FLIGHT
(Hollingworth ’06) HM09 AM11 MW13 33" VL

White self, very large flowers $10.00

THAT'S MY BABY
(Hollingworth '95) 21" M

Ruffled deep red-violet, small flower $6.00

TRIM THE VELVET
(Schafer/Sacks ’95) 40" M

Rich blue purple, white wire rim $8.00

TROPIC NIGHT
(Morgan ’37) MA54 36" M

Very dark velvety blue self $8.00

TUMBLE BUG (Bauer/Coble '00) 30" M
12-petal dark rose-wine with white/yellow signal pattern $8.00

TWELFTH KNIGHT
(Warner ’02) 32" EM

Tet. Deep purple with blue wash, large white signal $8.00

VELVET PRISM
(Warner '02) 29" M

Tet. Deep blue violet, bright blue halo, thin white edge $8.00

VERY VICTORIAN
(Hollingworth ’99) 32" EM

Ruffled medium mauve veined blue $8.00
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Ordering Information
Click here to download our printable order form.

(It requires Adobe Reader--click the lower box at right if you don't already
have it on your computer.)

Minimum order is $15.00. Full payment by check or money order should accompany your
order. Plants will be reserved on a first-ordered first-served basis, and no orders will be
accepted after September 15. Extra plants will be included with your order as a “thank you.”
Please list some suggestions.

International orders: I'm sorry to say that our Department of Agriculture has raised the price of a
Phytosanitary Certificate to $62.00! So please include $62.00, as charged by the state of
Maryland, and extra shipping to cover air shipment to your country. I will try to add enough
extra plants to international orders to cover this additional cost, so please list some extras that
you would like to receive.

Shipping alternatives:

Freshly dug plants will be sent on Monday and Tuesday via Priority Mail. Please enter a
shipping and handling cost of $8.00 east of the Mississippi River or $9.00 west of the
Misssissippi River for 1-8 plants; $10.00 for over 8 plants.
Local customers may pick up their orders and save the shipping costs.

Shipping dates:

In general, shipments to northern areas are shipped first. Our experience has been that Siberians
like to be transplanted after the weather has cooled. New transplants may turn brown almost to
the base if exposed to hot direct sun. They will recover, but you may have some anxious
moments. Please indicate your preferred shipping date on the order form, choosing from the
choices below, and your plants will be shipped as close to that date as possible. 

week of July 27 (north only)
week of August 10
week of August 24
week of September 7
week of September 14

GIFT CERTIFICATES!

Please indicate the amount on the form, and a certificate will be mailed to you.

http://www.adobe.com/products/reader
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Key to Abbreviations
S. Standards, the smaller upper petals

F.
Falls, the larger lower petals
3F= 3 falls, or single
6F= 6 falls, or double

tet. Tetraploid, usually vigorous with large flowers
E-M-L Early season, mid-season, or late season bloom
V Very
r registered or reported to be a repeat bloomer

HM
Honorable Mention--received recognition as a
high-quality introduced garden variety in the year
noted

MA
Morgan Award--the top award received by
Siberian Irises from 1952 through 1984, awarded
to one at most per year

PA
Payne Award--the top award received by Japanese
Irises from 1966 through 1992, awarded to one at
most per year

AM
Award of Merit--awarded to a few varieties of
outstanding and proven garden value, succeeding
and replacing in level the above awards

MW
Morgan-Wood Medal--the top award received by
Siberian Irises from 1986 to the present, awarded
to one per year

PM
Payne Medal--the top award received by Japanese
Irises, beginning in 1993, awarded to one per year,
except in cases of ties
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DRAYCOTT GARDENS

Name    _________________________________________
Address    _________________________________________

   _________________________________________
   _________________________________________

E-mail Address    _________________________________________

Preferred Shipping Date
(from ordering info)    _________________________________________

Please use an
address suitable
for Priority Mail.

  #                 ack              ship

 (DRAYCOTT use only)

Quantity Variety Item Price Total

Preferences for extras:

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Shipping, handling and gift
certificates (see ordering information) ________________

         Amount Enclosed _____________

               Send to: Draycott Gardens
16815 Falls Road
Upperco, MD 21155

MD residents add 6% sales tax  ____________________
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